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but there are some legal grey areas. we would have to know which
other torrents people downloaded these keys from, or whether they
ordered them directly from keygens.net. these are all the torrents i
found so far on our tracker, they are all non-commercial. if one of
you also tracks a single server that had some sellouts for this key,
then youll be able to share your find with me, and i will be sure to
add it to this post. so, after numerous calls to microsofts failure to
support and troubleshoot their licensing program, either windows

users have to either bravely get into a fresh windows 7 x64
reinstallation, or attempt to install it on a partition and reformat it to

ntfs (you won`t be able to have more than one partition on a x64
disk). after writing a rant on our forums, we got a reply from

microsoft that the license key is legal after all, there was no need for
any registration, and it was all perfectly fine. so, why i have to
manually re-key the windows 7 home premium is because the

original one failed to activate with the original key. this was a really
strange one. not only did the 30 day period run out, they still hadn`t
activated the original, and didn`t tell me either why. so i sent them
an email, only to get a vague non-anonymous reply, stating that i

could try a new key from their site. and in response, they asked me
to send them a mail that i would activate the key with that process.
it seemed like a complete waste of time and resources, but there it
is. they have now contacted me twice. i told them that the old key

was rejected because it was valid only for 1 year, and that i needed
a new one, this time valid for 3 years. today they asked me to send a
mail with my license key, and 2 other items, which they said would
verify if i had a legitimate product. so, fingers crossed. i just hope i

don`t have to do this for a third time in a month, hopefully microsoft
are getting better at their licensing process.
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so, i've used the windows 7 usb iso
downloading tool. i had a problem
with the usb, i wrote it four times

and each time it crashed. so what i
did was go into the usb stick and

manually put on the iso on my hdd
for windows 7. when i restart my
computer, it will start installing

windows, but when it reaches the
point where it says "ready to install

windows", the computer stops
loading. the dvd drive does the

spinning thing and nothing. i have
just download the windows 7 iso file

because i am not in a position to
afford an new windows 7 os, i have
the old windows 7 40gb installed on
my computer. but my friend got a

new laptop for me, which has
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windows 7 pre-installed on it and
his new laptop came with an

activation key. what should i do to
activate his new windows 7 os
without buying his new laptop
which is 5,000$? i m nt able to

explain in detail but basically i have
to activate his new windows 7 os

using the activation key he has and
make it look like a computer which
is installed with windows 7. if you

follow me its clear, you just have to
create a new account using his

laptop keys and once you are done
installing windows 7 to his new

laptop, copy the windows 7
installation to your computer using
the usb and then transfer the data
to the old windows 7 installation on
your computer by simply using the

scart ports on your computer to
transfer the files. if you have a copy

of microsoft windows 7 home
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premium x64 then you need to get
a product key from the seller (most
likely microsoft) and then obtain a

support key from microsoft.exe and
activate your key using that

product key. 5ec8ef588b
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